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Experiencing
by JUDY
We still cant believe were here
Its so funny to hear every-
speak with an accent even
hi1dren So much to tell
never enough time or
inn glance at the blue
amrnes which have been ap
ig in stateside mailboxes since
contingent departed
nhr for their semester in
veals comments as bubbly
mC above and some not
bubbly but nevertheless delight-
ed remarks But let them speak for
thinseIves
at LeHavre at a.m
and later we arrived
at Southampton Our guide met us
and we all fumbled around at cus
toms for while and then we went
raight to Salisbury
Salisbury has been my favorite
wn so far It is absolutely straight
picture book We stayed at
inn 12th-century purely
glish atmosphere
Next morning we toured the ca
dr1 Its beautiful so old ev
ig here is like that much
than the oldest house in
ense of history is amazing
ed on to Stonehenge and
Aveoury where there are more of
the same peculiar stones Theyre
oldest of all 1800 B.C We
ye through some of the
ala villages stopping at Bla
where Winston Churchill is
Patrick Hazard chairman
English Department will be
October 25 to attend the
riwealth Education Liaison
ence in Huddersfield Eng
The two-week international con-
terence will be comprised of all the
Commonwealth countries and will
be using the experience of the ad-
vanced English speaking countries
help the second generation Corn-
onwealth countries mature
ard who described the
erence as being like an insti
nnalizpd peace corps noted
ne will be studying the new
es in English literature in or
to revise the present curriculum
the role of English as
terature
stressed the hope of fu
exchanges deriving from the
.en.e and noted that John
jeading lady in Sierra
has expressed desire to
her education at Beaver
Hazard pointed out that
by making use of this con-
nce possibility is taking large
toward leading the Delaware
ey in recognizing the univer
of English literature
QUIGG
would be an understatementS If
you can imagine city having both
tradition and an academic atmos
phere that penetrate every crevice
Many of the buildings date back to
the 1100s It is as though you can
smell their age
There were just so many things
to do One day we not only were
able to have picnic with some of
the Colgate men students from
Drew Tulane Colgate and num
ber of other American universities
also have London semester pro-
grams similar to Beavers but we
also took in Shakespearean pro-
duction Henry IV Part
Lynne Petrolle
Today Helen Davis and went
to the Victoria and Albert Museum
On the way we asked directions of
man who turned out to be
trustee of the museum and offered
to give us tour It Was an ex
tremely lucky accident
went to see the changing of
the guard at Buckingham Palace
and it was very impressive except
that the band kept playing Amer
ican show tunes
Grace Melanson
Classes dont seem to be too de
manding the group is studying at
City of London College Its
great having no curfews and no
signing in We feel very independ
ent We go to the theatre two or
Continued on Page Col
Dr Bergen Evans author lin
guist and television personality
will speak at Beaver October 24
and 25 on the problems of changing
language in American culture
The Language We Speak
study of how changing language
reflects the dynamics of changing
culture will be his topic on Mon
day October 24 at p.m
The following day he will speak
at Convocation on the Imperfec
tions of Speech in which he will
explain how the problems of corn-
munication mirror the problems of
the whole human condition
Dr Evans is described as wit-
ty and caustic critic of manners
and morals especially in literature
and habits of speech
Currently professor of English
at Northwestern University Prof
Evans has worked as millhand
deckhand night watchman and
waiter
He has also been an instructor
and assistant professor at Miami
University where he earned his
bachelors degree He holds mas
ters and doctors degree from Har
yard and Litt from Oxford
He is member of Phi Beta Kap
pa and was Rhodes scholar
Heinz Scholarship
Winner Returns
I% HANNAH GOLDMAN
Here am said to myself going
to Europe Thats magic phrase
that is going to Europe Before
One goes that phrase alone elicits
images of excitement used to
listen to all those who had gone to
Europe talk about it and used
to think when go But now
the tense had changed to the pres
ent was going and encompass-
ing the excitement the anticipation
the heightened awareness encom
passing and coloring everything was
fear am going to Europe am
frightened
There was huge range of emo
lions felt every day of my travels
fear yes of being in strange stir-
roundings of seeing so much and
not absorbing enough of missing
the essential core of all the things
saw and heard all the people to
whom tried to talk Fear is one
emotion excitement is another Ev
erything is exciting two horses
standing together facing in opposite
directions their heads resting upon
each others backs ridiculous
ornate tower that leans sidewise
against the sky an ancient for-
tress in magnificent ruin planted
on hill that looks out upon Ath
ens Sunday fair in small
French town never learned the
name of that town an Elizabethan
drama acted by amateurs in the
bombed-out courtyard at Coventry
against the breath-taking modern
background of the newly construct-
ed church Fear excitement awe
this land these buildings have been
here for so many hundreds of years
sense of my foreignness am
the foreigner am the alien
sense of my alo.eness The ocean
does that The ocean the huge
inexplicable expanse of ocean de
lineates aloneness makes it con-
crete had to recognize the alone-
ness had to accept that perspec
five All these emotions form
kaleidoscopic background for all
the days spent wandering across
Europe through the unending rich
beauty of France across the soar-
ing fairy-tale splendour of the
Alps down the eastern coast of
Italy through the barren ancient
dust of Greece
His long list of published artic
les book reviews and books in-
eludes Dictionary of Contempo
rary American Usage Comfor
table Words and Word-A-Day
Prof Evans has moderated many
television and radio shows includ
ing Last Word winner of the
Peabody Award for outstanding
public service during 1957 and
English for Americans
Bergen Evans
man of the word
retain whirling collage of im
ages of all the countries so brief-
ly skimmed but individual images
dominate France is series of
trees that arch across the road an-
nouncing the entrance to each town
Italy is noise blasting radios and
television sets people shouting their
daily conversation to one another
Switzerland is the Alps and cold
unreal beauty Greece is dust and
ancient towers and men in royal
blue shirts carrying briefcases and
old women worn creased encased
in black England is Shakespeare
and crooked houses infinite polite-
ness and precious manuscripts
red-cheeked healthy babies and
sheep have senseless conglom
eration of unrelated images but
these random mind-pictures form
the basis of desire to return to
Europe to recapture to reassert
my fleeting contact to reaffirm my
tenuous link to see what didnt
Students Named to
Deans Honor List
2nd Semester 66
The following were
named for the Deans Honor List
for second semester 1965-66 An
asterisk preceding the name mdi-
cates Distinguished Honor List
i.e also on the Deans Honor List
first semester 1965-66
Graduated seniors Lynn Abbott
Carol Ann Beverly
Booth Sandra Brown Lynn Dar
ling Neale dePlanque Mary Lou-
ise Fetterman Gail Freed Ann
Barhara Gela Judith
Goodman Nancy Harris Karin
Hemsarth Leonore Hoffman Bettie
Ann Howard Marian Kolodny
Linda Lowe Andrea May Ellen
Nevins Helen Virginia Parker
Karen Person Signe Ramsten
Maddi Rosenberg Sandra Scher
merhorn Lisbeth Sklar Sorkin
Glenna Elaine Wilcox Linda Wil
liams Elaine Wilson Kathleen
Wiser Carole Witham
Juniors Pamela Arnold Joan
Barenburg Martha Crowther Kar_
en Davis Irene Feddern Sally
Jaycox Mrs Jean Kirk flen
Krassen Elizabeth Mackerell Bar-
bara Levinson June McClintock
Joan MacIntosh Jennifer Melby
Everil Reed Ann Rutter ISusan
Wood Eileen Zuckermann Sally
Silverman
Sophomores Susan Altman Car
ol Barth Anne Bostwick Mrs
Deborah Goetz Carol Howland
Madeline Johnson Grace Melanson
Susanne Monteith Margaret Nich
olls Eileen Robinson Allison Ros
sett sAndrea SclTWarZ Joan Stod
dard Rosalie Swedlin
Sweeney Mrs Ibbie Tompkins
Roni Weinberg Nancy Young
Freshmen Franca Boers Ann
Chadwick Connj Diamond tJanis
Fuchs Judith Glassburg Karen
Hanefeld sNancy Hartley Betty
Lou Hartman Lila Kaufman Linda
Phillips Joye Rosenfeld
see before to see what saw
again
Out of all the weaving together
of scattered impressions shall Se-
lect one theme theatre As tray-
elling player disguised as tourist
sat incoZnito in succession of
theatres and amassed impressions
Greek play in Greek amphi
theatre on Greek hillside under
limitless sky Helen as seen by
Euripides dont speak or read
Greek dont comprehend spoken
Greek but understood that play
understood the sounds and the
movements and the exquisite fa
cial expressions rt was feeling
and how can explain feeling ex
cept to say it was there felt it
Shakespeare at Coventry without
cumbersome set pieces Shakes-
peare without walls Shakespeare
misinterpreted by untalented in-
competent people parading under
the guise of actors but Shakes-
peare nevertheless because they
just couldnt obscure the play no
matter how hard they tried
Shakespeare for the Tourist
Shakespeare at Stratford-upon-
Avon Hes an institution there
Shakespeare is to Stratford what
the Atlantic Ocean is to the Jer
sey coast attraction
Theres Shakespeare Hotel and
Shakespeare tea room and
Shakespeare Institute and Shakes-
peare garden and Shakespeares
daughters house and the founda
tions Of Shakespeares house and
Shakespeare Theatre
Shakespeare Theatre that has one
Royal Shakespeare Company in
residence during the lucrative sum-
mer months The inn keepers and
the restauranteurs and the profes
sors and the actors love Shakes-
peare the townspeople hate him
prices go up in the summer The
inn keepers and the restauranteurs
want to make profit The profes
sors want things to stay the way
they are they to keep
Shakespeare pure and traditional
and they want to make profit
The actors want to make profit
too but even more also got the
feeling that they were trying to
evolve contemporary basis for
understanding Shakespeare On the
other hand my professors were
approaching Shakespeare from the
inside of narrowly constructed
Continued on Page Col
Cast Crew Staff
In Rehearsal for
Lights the Lights
Rehearsals have begun for the
Fall Production Dr Faustus Lights
the Lights by Gertrude Stein Un-
der the artistic direction of Miss
Judith Elder and the technical di-
rection of Mr Ted Moore Miss
Steins voice play it is actually
written as an opera but never was
set to music will open in the new
theatre on Tuesday November 15
and will run through Sunday No-
vember 20
Following is list of cast mem
bers Dr Faustus Michael Dons-
hue the Devil Hilton Gieseke
Marguerite Ida and Helena Anna-
bel Joan MacIntosh Dog Pamela
Young Country Woman Linda
Saltford Woman at the Window
Donna Fields Little Boy Maisie
Hodes Little Girl Cortnie Sev
ems and the all-important Chorus
members are Ellen coleman Carol
Hettenbach Ann Vaccaro Kathleen
Browning Ann Winters Devon Co
trell Lea Nichols and Ellen Led-
erman
Margaret Schneider is Stage Man-
ager Constance Anthes is Manag
ing Assistant Elizabeth Tompkins
is Costume Chairman and Myra
Middleton is Co-ordinator of Cos
tumes
London Semester Students
one
the
Life Abroad
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HANNAH GOLDMAN THE ODYSSEY RECAPTURED
Ths is the ArFicle
Watch For the Book
It DIUUUL viewed here from the Tower of London is part of the
skyline for Beavers two dozen students in London this semester
eryt
Olde
Hannah Goldman
beyond the sea
then
Cots
den
say that Oxford is impressive
Dr Bergen Evans To Speak Oct 24-25
Sue Bygrave
Hazard To Attend On Problems of Changing Language
World Conference
On Literature
Coili
land
The intersection is of immediate concern to
Beaver College students faculty and person-
nel for it is we who must cross that inter-
section hundreds of times each week to reach
the bus stop to go to Howard Johnsons to
walk to Glenside That we must endanger our
lives every time we step off campus is appall-
ing
An automobile accident is an ugly thing
Driving too fast drunken driving slippery
roads each in turn can be cited as the cause
of an accident But the perilous driving condi
tions at the intersection of Easton Road and
Limekiln Pike would try the skills of the
worlds safest driver It is unsafe at any speed
The petition written by SGO President Su
san Caruso and college president Dr Edward
Gates and signed by over 700 members of
the college community is evidence of our wide-
spread concern over the hazardous situation
We who are most directly concerned are ask-
ing demanding actionS
We hope the overwhelming support demon-
strated by Beaver College will assist the Chel
tenham Township commissioners in securing
immediate and positive action to correct the
driving conditions immediately
The time for alleviation of the traffic prob
lem at our front door is now We cannot wait
for the next accident We cannot wait until
member of the Beaver College community is
injured Then it will be too late
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1966 MEMBER 1967
and Broad Streets is one show
that no American should miss
Room after room displays Wyeths
pencil and dry brush drawings
temperas and water colors in each
of these areas he is equally talent
ed
Wyeth Andrews father
and successful illustrator taught
his son to study his model care-
fully and draw from memory It is
ironic that Wyeth almost always
paints with his subject before him
he waited two months to recapture
the Wind from the Sea scene and
Forrest Wall look out window for
three weeks so he could show the
curiosity of the New Englander
It is difficult to walk by one of
his works without fumbling in the
$4.20 catalogue to read the story
behind the p3inting He paints what
he knows best Chadds Ford Penn-
sylvania and Cushing Maine The
people Wyeth makes come alive for
the viewer he has obviously known
well for many years His wife Bet-
Dancers floating through space
sound transformed into white noise
performance in total darkness
yet seen by the audience
performers and objects directed by
unseen forces
Thus reads promotion publica
tion for the 1966 Nine Evenings
Theatre and Engineering which
opened unprecedented at the 69th
Regiment Armory 25th Street and
Lexington Avenue on Oc
tober 13
This program of events which
will run through October 23 is an
effort to synthesize the arts with
technology Scientists from Bell
Labs Inc in New Jersey and ar
tists of theatre music dance paint-
ing television and films have been
cooperating for nine months on this
project which is the first of its
kind to create new kind of total
theatre
Beaver Alumna Works with Group
Perhaps it is notable to mention
that Barbara Jarvis Beaver
1965 is working as production as-
sistant for Nine Evenings under
the direction of artist Robert Rau
by ELLEN COLEMAN
It is not what is said in Allied
Artists Man and Woman that
will render it indelible but the
way it is said For director Claude
Lelouch has managed to communi
cate his message via an imagina
tive and beautiful medium
The plot is quite simple There
is man and there is woman
They meet because his son and her
daughter attend the same boarding
school and one rainy Sunday night
after visiting their respective off-
spring he offers her ride home
in his red Mustang In the car away
from the storm they begin to talk
about themselves of course
They are obviously attracted to
one another and agree to repeat
performance the next Sunday night
It turns out to be an all-day af
fair rum children who incidental-
ly get along very well On the
way home driving conditions are
conveniently bad again and they
continue to talk By this time it
has been established that they are
both widowed which makes every-
thing all the more simple And the
fact that his recklessness he is an
auto racer reminds her of her first
husband who was film stunt
man adds to the facility of their
eventual togetherness
Effective Use of Color
The most outstanding cinematic
innovation in the film i5 Claude
Lelouchs use of color If Federico
Fellini tantalizes us into state of
psychedelightful obscurity in Juliet
of the Spirits Lelouch paints the
schenberg In recent interview
she expressed her fantastic ex
citement and dedicated belief in
the validity and promise of this ex
periment for both the artist and
the audience
Billy Kiuver coordinator of the
program and chief technologist
says Perhaps the greatest gift art
can make to research is the unique
intuition and insight of the artist
The use of the engineer by the
artist will stimulate new ways of
looking at technology and of deal-
ing with life
Certainly this joint effort is
milestone in creating new freer
media for the performing artist and
the research technologist Barbara
Jarvis attests to this and urges all
Beaver students to try to attend
Tickets for Nine Evenings are
priced at $2.50 for students They
may be purchased at the door or
by writing to Nine Evenings The-
atre and Engineering 69th Street
Regiment Armory 25th Street and
Lexington Avenue New York For
additional information contact Joan
Macintosh or check the English
bulletin board just outside Dr Haz
ards office
screen for obviously different rea
sons He uses color to clarify the
emotion rather than to bring forth
its unconscious aspects to inten
sify the obvious mood rather than
elucidate it completely
Though the film is credited to be
in Eastmancolor it is rarely the
kind of living color one saw in
Pillow Talk or even the Saturday
football game on TV It is more
often than not black and white fil
tered with steel blue when the
couple are driving through the rain
storm or black and white filtered
with brown during six-hour auto
race or black and white filtered
with hot orange during love scene
that cannot be described only felt
The utter simplicity of the story
is played naturally and effectively
by Anouk Aimee as the woman and
Jean-Louis Trintignant as the man
which confirms the directors argu
ment that if the actors believe in
the story and play their roles
truly the art will take care of
itself Enchantingly demonstrating
this aspect of the movie is scene
in which the man the woman the
little boy and the little girl are
all seated around table The
screen is painted gold and white
The playful children and the mans
and the womans growing aware-
ness of each other in this scene
are portrayed almost magically
Because the film world has per-
haps sent us this story before it
is the medium of Man and
Woman that is without doubt its
message It is now playing at
the Lane Theatre in Philadelphia
Lehers
New Convocation Policy
Dear Beaver Students
There has been growing dissatisfaction
among faculty and students with our attend-
ance policy on convocations As result of
discussions in appropriate faculty committees
faculty meetings and meeting of the Joint
Committee on which faculty students and
administration are represed the faculty
has approved new o1lcy effective October
19 Some details have not yet been worked
out but the basic principles are as follows
Attendance at all worship services on
campus will be voluntary
Attendance at convocations that do not
involve worship will continue to be required
Such convocations may be concerned with the
subject of religion but will not have litur
gical setting
Students will be allowed absences each
semester these to cover all absences for all
reasons except prolonged absence from the
campus due to illness or other unavoidable
causes
Attendance will be taken as usual but
the student is responsible for keeping track of
the number of absences she has taken The
student will not be notified when she has used
her allowable absences
For each absence beyond those allowable
the student will be required to present paper
minimum 3000 words on subject dealt
with at convocation she missed The student
will be assigned by the Convocation Commit-
tee to faculty member in the appropriate
discipline These papers will be graded pass
or fail in keeping with the standards for writ-
ten work in formal classes Students who have
overcut must fulfill this requirement in order
to graduate
Along with approving this new policy the
faculty has reaffirmed its intention to continue
to improve the quality of convocations so that
they may increasingly enrich the academic
program of the college To do this the faculty
needs the help of all members of the college
community We welcome your suggestions and
appreciate your cooperation
Sincerely
Margaret LeClair for the Faculty
Hockey Camp Worthwhile
To the Editor
walked into the Army-Navy Store in Jenk
intown last week and got into conversation
with the salesman about Beaver College He
informed me of the communitys awareness of
Beavers productive hockey teams must say
was impressed to know that someone fol
lowed our seasons However it also brought
forth concern for being member of the
team realize the hard work which goes into
building successful hockey team
This brings me to the point of the need for
the pre-season hockey camp Interestingly
enough the ability of Miss Beach the coach of
Beavers hockey team to find any of the pa-
tential playing ability stemmed from her
chance to see the bulk of the team warm-up
before school started Since classes have be-
gun the late schedules the inevitable meet-
ings the need for student waitresses and in
general the campus activities in addition to
hockey which team members are held respon
sible for attending have made it impossible
for the team to practice together as whole
before any of the games played this season
This makes it necessary for the coach to de
pend on her limited knowledge of her players
skill levels to throw together half-way de
cent starting line-up for the games It is my
belief that she was most fortunate to have had
some initial knowledge of her players as early
as she did It was at hockey camp that she at-
tamed this information as the daily sessions of
practice HAVE NOT been sufficient
Hockey Camp is not rigorous brutal event
which is like pre-season football camp It
is not designed to be It is solely worthwhile
conditioning period when girls do develop their
skills in rewarding and feminine sport It is
not an event which has fallen short of its goals
The fact that the majority of the girls who
attended hockey camp are now part of the
hockey team refutes any idea that it is not
worthwhile and that the girls who attend camp
are not interested in playing hockey It is an
event which any interested or knowing person
would realize is time and money well spent
to mitiate the spirit and skill necessary for
the team to be successful
say the future dictates that hockey camp
remain part of the school as long as Beaver
College supports hockey team in other
words always
Sincerely
Mary-Jo Thatcher
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The Traffic Situation
Andrew Wyeth Art Exhibit Must
Talent Displayed in Many Media
by SUE RODGERS
The Andrew Wyeth exhibit at sy is one of his favorite subjects
the Pennsylvania Academy of the each painting of her emits feeling
Fine Arts on the corner of Cherry
of waimth and tenderness as do
the rest of his works
The use of white is interesting
painting may seem unfinished be-
cause of the stark white but there
is reason Bright colors are rarely
used browns greens and golds
are usually employed
Wyeth like Picasso has gone
through periods in his artistic de
velopment His early paintings are
impressionistic with
blunt strokes and vivid colors In
the 1950s he turns to refined strokes
and goes into detail These paint-
lags seem almost like photographs
only photographs are not as un
pressive Everything is realistic and
naturalistic
$1.00 admission charge to see
five rooms of Andrew Wyeth on-
ginals is well worth it Two-hun-
drsd twenty-two pictures are avail-
able for viewing at least two hours
is needed for just cursory view-
ing The exhibit will be in Phila
delphia until November 27 when it
will move to the Baltimore Mu-
seum of Art
The squeal of tires the crunch of impact the
wail of ambulance and police sirens another
accident at the intersection of Limekiln Pike
and Easton Road Another accident at the
doorstep of Beaver College
The extremely hazardous driving conditions
at this perilous intersection are well known to
all members of the Beaver College community
but they were brought out more sharply than
ever the weekend of October 7-8 when two
serious accidents occurred at that location
The intersection has long and unpleasant
history of traffic accidents of all varieties
Each time we hear the grinding of brakes and
the scream of siren is one more time too
many Elimination of the hazardous condition
at the intersection cannot wait until next week
next month or next year It cannot wait until
after the next accident It must not wait until
someone is killed
Technology for Arts Sake
by JOAN MacINTOSH
Man and Woman An Indelible Movie
Medium Not Story Creates Excellence
Wednesday. October 19. 196'6 
Dr. Bracy Offers 1 st Faculty Lecture 
On Art in English Renaissance Poetry 
On Tuesday, October 25, Dr. Wil-
liam Bracy, associate professor of 
English, will give the first lecture 
in this year's faculty lecture series. 
His subject is, "Verbal Music and 
Visual Art m English Renaissance 
Poetry." He will speak at 8:15 p.m. 
in the Mirror Room, Grey Towers. 
Subtitled "Audio-Visual Expres-
sion in Spenser, Shakespeare and 
Milton," Dr. Bracy's lecture covers 
an interesting scope. Dr. Bracy ex-
plained: "I plan to illustrate in my 
lecture the virtuosity and excel-
lence of England's contribution to 
the Renaissance by focusing atten-
tion on these three poets. They rep-
resent the best of the English Ren-
aissance, for it was in poetry and 
drama that the Renaissance found 
its highest form of expression in 
England. They also exemplify the 
tremendous range and diversity of 
Renaissance art in terms of tech-
nical virtuosity, subject matter, 
and humanistic philosophy. Spen-
ser wrote consciously and skillfully 
with the eye of a painter, and The 
Faerie Queene is a perfect example 
of 'high Renaissance' art. Shakes-
peare's genius explodes even the 
broad confines of Renaissance style. 
His early plays have a wonderful 
freshness and brilliance, but he 
moves more and more in later plays 
toward the introspection and com-
plexity of counter-Renaissance and 
baroque techniques. His imagery 
becomes more compressed and met-
aphodcal. Milton, finally, in Para-
dise Lost, provides a perfect mas-
terpiece of baroque art, and for 
sheer music of words he is un-
excelled." 
Further lectures in the faculty 
Dr. William Bracy 
series will be given by Miss Helene 
L. Craig, "The Artist as an exile 
from reality"; Dr. C. Roland Eddy, 
"Some Contributions of Physics to 
Other Sciences"; and Dr. Siu-chi 
Huang, "Is Philosophical Synthesis 
of East and West Possible? " 
No Rules for Fall Fashio'n Look; 
Colors and Styles Stress Youth 
by ROSALIE SWEDLIN 
The perennial fall question, "What 
is the fashion look this year?" may 
be answered in a variety of ways 
this season. Glitter dress, tent 
dress, miniskirt, military coat, ties, 
buckles, and belts are only a few 
of the many items designed to en-
hance the young individualist of 
1966 seeking the high fashion look. 
There is no "I must have one of 
these" styles (remember the days 
of the sack dress, the basic black, 
or the pointed toe shoe): a multi-
plicity of colors and styles make up 
the fashion story this year. 
One reason to account for the 
great variety in fashion looks may 
be that fashion no longer origirlates 
from one center. Paris, the city 
that formerly set the pace for all 
"haute couture," must share her 
renown with foreign competition. 
Chic, slick, and toughest among 
her rivals is Great Britam. Takirlg 
its name from a small, shop-clut-
tered street in London, the "Cama-
by" look has become one of the 
most popular fashion cliches of the 
season. 
Carnaby Street Mode 
Standard Carnaby garb includes 
at least one pant-suit, and usually 
a tie, shirt, and vest to match. At 
its choicest, the tie will be a multi-
colored paisley print to be 'Worn 
with a blouse of distinctive char-
acter - that is, striped, checked, 
or printed. In 1966, to be timid 
IIId reserved in fashion is synony-
mous with being gauche . ' . 
The miniskirt or minidress is an-
other typical and very popular Car-
uby costume. Regardless of how a 
woman may feel about donning 
lOIIlething "mini," she ought to 
give the designers credit for their 
honesty in naming these items. 
Among leading creators of the 
"mini-look" is B r i tis h designer 
Mary Quant. Her asymmetrical ge-
ametric designs have become very 
popular in both England and the 
United States. One of the more 
appealing qualities of the miniskirt 
it the ingenuity used by designers 
ill fabric choices: anything goes, 
from corduroy and provincial flow-
er prints to real furs and glittery 
I111thetics. 
U e of Shoe Fabrics 
A Carnaby shoe might well be 
described as a variation of a boot-
II could extend above the knee, 
.. just to the ankle bone. It might 
Mve a strap or a buckle on it, a 
all-year-round fabric for shoes and 
other accessories. 
Achieving a high fashion look 
this year consists not only in choos-
ing a style that's new and chic, 
but also in wearing colors that are 
fresh and exciting. Contrast is the 
key to making sensational color 
combinations. This means wearing 
hot pink with kelly green, or mari-
gold yellow with dee!" dark pur-
ple. It also means wearing shoes of 
navy with a dress of pink, or a 
hat of gold with a brown tweed 
suit. 
There are no hard and fast rules 
for fashion this year. There is a 
look - a style and a color - for 
everyone. Perhaps only the most 
daring will don a glitter dress, a 
vinyl miniskirt, or an ankle-length 
Russian military coat, but even the 
most conservative co-ed might take 
a second look at her crew-neck 
sweaters, and try dabbling in the 
art of fashion. 
round toe, or one that's per-~ 
square, and would you be-
patent leather on a winter 
The genius of modem tech-
IOlogy has made patent leather an 
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SUMMER STUDY OF DRAMA IN FRANCE 
"PIECE DE RESISTANCE" TO MISS ELDER 
by JUDITH ELDER 
When I am asked by the Beaver 
New - or anyone else - to re-
count ilie highlights of a trip 
abroad, I am reminded of a mo-
ment in The Wild Duck. Hedvig, 
eagerly awaiting her father's re-
turn from a gala dinner, asks what 
he has brought her and receives the 
cold comfort of a sheet of paper, 
proffered with the blithe assur-
ance: 
"There! you have the bill of fare. 
See, it is headed 'Menu'; that 
means bill of fare . . . Now sit 
down and read it at the table and 
I will describe to you how each 
of the dishes taste." 
1 wish I could share Hialmar Ek-
dal's confidence in the delight of 
vicarious enjoyment, not to men-
tion his own ability to convey the 
full flavor of a sumptuous repast. 
A few days in Paris provided a 
bewildering vari ty of hoI'S d'-
oeuvres: window shopping along 
the exclusive rue de Faubourg St. 
Honore, a puppet show in the Jar-
din de Luxembourg where the chil-
dren were more than half the 
show, a meeting with Roger Blin, 
a leading director of the avant-
garde theatre, and discussion of his 
plans for The Screens by Jean 
Genet, currently a hit at Jean-
Louis Barrualt's Theatre, an eve-
ning with the chansonniers of Mont-
martre; and Cyrano de Bergerac 
at the Come die Francaise, with 
Paul Emile Deibel' in the title role. 
But Paris' fancies soon passed; I 
made on to the piece de resistance 
of my summer - my study in Nice, 
under this very same M. Deiber. 
tudy in Nice with Theatre Expert 
The Ecole Internationale d'Ete 
at Nice offered a course in theatre 
with M. Deiber, whose work was 
not unknown to me, since I had 
formerly had the privilege of at-
tending several rehearsals of his 
production of Phedre last season in 
New York. M. Deiber had the ex-
traordinary distinction of being 
named a societcrire of the Comedie 
Francaise at the age of twenty-
three. Since then, in the twenty-
three years of his association as a 
leading actor, director, and a mem-
ber of the governing board of the 
National Theatre, he has been in 
the forefront of the movement to 
introduce more modern methods in 
staging and acting at the Comedie, 
and to preserve the heritage and 
tradition begun centuries ago with 
Moliere. M. Deibel', with Jacques 
Charon, Robel't Hirsch, and a few 
others, now form the avant garde 
within this House of Moliere. 
I went to Nice in early July to 
enroll in his course, and was in-
stalled in the newly constructed 
Cite Universitaire, high in the hills 
of Cimiez above my town, in the 
lovely park of the Chateau Val rose. 
Every day the members of my 
group met fO!' three to four hours 
of work (without benefit of cigar-
ette or coffee break) on scenes 
from classic and modern plays, 
chiefly the works of Racine, Moli-
ere, Marivaux, Pirandello, Monther-
lant, and Girandoux . . . with 
Shakespeare in English for those 
who were too faint-hearted to at-
tempt acting in French. In my stu-
dent days at the Royal Academy 
of Dramatic Art in London, I had 
worked in French with Mme. Ga-
chet whom Charles Laughton re-
garded as "the only teacher who 
could teach me anything about act-
ing." It was four years since I had 
acted even in English! Needless to 
say, it took courage and a stiff dose 
of my own medicine to struggle 
with distorted consonants and mal-
adjusted vowels to approximate a 
meeting with M. Deiber's exacting 
standards of diction. Our group of 
twenty students included several 
French young people who were 
most helpful in supervising rigor-
ous drill, for M. Deibel' had said 
he was not there to teach pronun-
ciation. He was chiefly concerned 
with exacting sincerity and convic-
tion from his performers, insisting 
on fidelity to the intent of the 
author's text, and developing the 
actor's ability to portray inner ten-
sion. His indications, as the criti-
cism offered at the end of each 
scene presented were called, were 
forthright and stimulating, often 
leading to a brilliant analysis of the 
playwright in question, amusing 
anecdotes that were always to the 
point, and the discussion of inter-
national styles of acting. M. Deibel' 
was truly the synthesis of the au-
thority of a learned scholar and 
the humility of the creative artist. 
Camaraderie Among Students 
No less stimulating was the con-
tact with fellow students, most of 
whom were bent or already em-
barked upon a professional theatre 
career. The fellowship of mutual 
interest in each other's progress and 
a camaraderie born of love of the 
theatre united the group, for all 
the differences of age, nationality, 
and background, in work and play. 
Our classes met in the Old Town 
of Nice where we could explore the 
open air market, complete with 
stalls selling the fresh flower es-
sence of the l'egion, hand-made 
toys, fruit, cheese, and glorious 
flowers. Mornings were free for the 
sun-drenched Riviera beaches or 
excursions mto the hills while 
nearly every evening, the Festival 
of Cimiez offered a concert, play, 
or opera. 
Between courses, I took ten days 
in England to visit old friends 
there and indulge in the luxury 
of a theatre that presented no lin-
was a delectable bonbon for my 
last night in Paris. 
French Found to be Warm, 
Ho pi table 
In closing, I would like to add 
that I went to France braced for 
an encounter wit h considerable 
anti-American sentiJru:pt and never 
met with ihe Slightest trace of it. 
I have never found the French 
people so out-going to foreigners, 
so hospitable, so warm in personal 
contact. Many begged me not to 
take the charges of DeGaulle seri-
ousLy; even more people spoke with 
the warmest sympathy of President 
Kennedy, as if our loss of him was 
a recent occurrence, and pointed 
with pride to the Quai Kennedy 
named as a tribute to his memory. 
The most touching episode occurred 
on my last night in the theatre 
when the usher refused to accept 
the customal'y tip for showing me 
to my seat because she knew Amer-
icans were not used to paying for 
this service. 
I was told that I would find 
France, particularly Paris, prohib-
itively expensive. I found that costs 
very closely approximate expenses 
in this country. If one faces the 
fact that the dollar no longer buys 
MISS JUDITH ELDER miles a he receive in truction from Paul 
Emile Deiber, the noted actor and directol', with whom he studied thi 
summer in France. 
guistic struggle. Then back to Paris 
where all was closed for the holi-
days - except the libraries, I often 
thought of our students' clamor for 
longer library hours when I was 
confronted with the schedule of the 
Sorbonne, whose Bibliotheque is 
open only from ten in the morn-
ing until noon and two to four in 
the afternoon. No wonder its oc-
cupants are crammed cheek by jowl 
at its long tables! Fortunately my 
research on French theatre between 
the two World Wars could be done 
in the delightful little Bibliotheque 
de Z'Arsenal , a gem of seventeenth-
century architecture on the fringe 
of the Marais, which is open all 
day and exudes an atmosphere of 
leisurely scholarship to counteract 
the lure of browsing in the book-
stalls along the Seine. And the 
evenings were still free for theatre 
going. Therefore, I went back to 
the Theatre de la Huchette where 
The Bald Soprano and The Lesson 
continue in an unbroken run for 
the eleventh year, playing to packed 
houses with casts alternating per-
formances. I also saw three new 
Ionesco plays, as yet unpublished, 
at the Theatre de Poche Montpar-
nasse. A double bill of plays by 
Marguerite Duras indicated a dra-
matist of stature emergirlg from 
writing for films. The turn of the 
century Feydau farce, La Dame de 
chez Maxim with Zizi Jeanrnaire, 
bargains abroad and is content to 
live modestly, the occasional holi-
day splurge comes to rather less 
than its equivalent here. For ex-
ample, an excellent three or four-
course dinner, with a good wine, 
may be found in Paris for $4-6 in-
cluding tip. La Pyramide, a restaur-
ant near Lyon famed as the cap-
ital of gastronomy, has a $10 menu 
that provides sustenance for a 
week! The less pretentious boites 
de nuit come to $5 a head for a 
full evening of sparkling entertain-
ment by fresh, young talent who 
have not yet achieved the status 
of better known "Names." I am m-
debted to the Centre de Spectacle 
for the courtesy complimentary 
theatre tickets for all but two plays 
that were pia yin g to capacity 
houses. Holders of student identity 
cards are usually admitted at half-
price to seats that have not been 
sold half an hour before curtam 
time and afforded other privileges 
at reduced rates. 
France deplores the decline of her 
tourist trade and is quite possibly 
les3 inviting than other countries 
to the peripatetic traveller. How-
ever, a summer of living, rather 
than superficial tourism, may be 
enjoyed at any of the dozen or 
more courses offered by the major 
universities at resorts such as Nice, 
St. Malo, Pau, or Montpelier. Taste 
and try for yourselves! 
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by CONNI DIAMOND
But at my back always hear
Times winged chariot hurrying
near
Perhaps the poet who wrote these
words was troubled by thoughts of
eternity but should not be sur
prised if he were inspired by the
chiming of clock Since the res
toration of the clock in Murphy
Tower last semester many Beaver
students have been similarly affect-
ed
As one student said They the
chimes make me nervous when
Im nervous already Dotty Gra
ham sophomore who used to
think there was fire drill every
fifteen minutes expressd it this
way Its very nice traditional
idea but Ive got two wrist watches
and clock and its sort of ab
surd It is good that they finally
got it set but this chiming four
times an hour Several girls
agreed that the bells should ring
on the hour rather than every fif
teen minutes
Chiming Disturbs Sleep
Some of the students do not mind
the chiming during the day but
find it exasperating at night Caro
lyn Richardson becomes disturbed
when she istrying to sleep just
lie there and listen for them Judy
Brenman thinks theyre fine until
a.m When one student in
burst of despair cried For whom
does the bell toll her roommate
dryly replied For the night owls
Margaret Nevergale although she
feels that the chimes contribute to
the college atmosphere finds them
disconcerting during Convocation
lectures With some hesitation an-
other girl complained jump
when they ring during Convo
frequently heard opinion con-
cerning the quality of the bells was
voiced by Ann Winters like
them love chimes but theyre
off-key Sue Smyth agrees The
notes are sour correct that and
Ill listen to them four times an
hour
Many girls defend the chimes
Enid Lubin says In the spring
when Im sunbathing know when
to turn over but in the winter
they have no use
To few such as Pam Aiken
they give feeling of being at
home My grandmother has clock
that chimes the same way
For Rollie Swedlin the chimes
evoke pleasant memories You
know something dont mind
them At Harvard Summer School
the Russian Bell Ringing Society
rang bells every Sunday for about
English Club
Sfarfs Series
of Free Flicks
Tonight marks the second in the
series of free flicks on Wednesday
nights sponsored throughout
year by English Club
This newest step in the clubs
program involves weekly program
of film shorts ranging from how to
drive safely to study of the au
thor of Peter Rabbit
Allison Rossett and Judy Duffield
are in charge of the weekly film
series and will accept any sugges
tions on what film students would
like to see
The free flicks are shown at
p.m in CB 120
two hours straight so this is
nothing
Evoke Traditional Feeling
Others value the tradition which
the chimes represent Mary Boxley
noted It makes the school unique
so many schools dont have any-
thing like that Ellen Coleman
comments Its sort of part of
Beaver like singing the Alma Ma-
ter Said Elaine Perkins Its very
much in keeping with the motif of
the campus Beavers campus is
built on tradition
The dichotomy of feelings which
Beaver students hold for the chimes
of Murphy Tower is best expressed
by the response of one thoughtful
girl love them theyre really
pretty but dont knowmaybe
they could be softened
Operation Match
Brings Marriage
To Beaver Girl
by JUDY BOHORAD
Operation Match which accord-
ing to Time magazine has produced
more than its share of fun dates
has also produced more than its
share of marriages Several hun-
dred engagements and marriages
are on record and many more are
in the making
Operation Match at Beaver has
provided fun excitement and dates
for over 160 girls many of whom
are still dating their Matches and
one Beaver student so far has found
Mr Right
Barbara Hoover class of 1966
will be married on May 1967 to
Louis Hahn of Newtown Square
Pa Barbara applied to Match last
spring and began dating Lou as
soon as she received his name Bar-
bara is presently employed by the
Childrens Hospital of Philadelphia
as social worker
Operation Match the original
computer dating program has start-
ed nationwide trend In year
and half over 200000 college
students have participated in Match
and more than 2000000 dates have
been arranged The success ratio
has been high and the program is
constantly being revised in order
to perfect the system and to bring
about greater degrce of compati
bility for the participants
by SUSAN WOOD
It was destined to happen An-
swer the following query and you
will understand why What is your
impression of The Review Last
year we of The Review staff tried
some new and different ideas in
the presentation of our magazine
bxt it was not sufficient people
still retained rather apathetic at
titude toward the publication They
couldnt get excited not enough at
least for our expectations
Change was inevitable How
Create new image one more vital
and more interesting without sac-
rificing the literary quality and at
the same time raise the literary
quality This may be achieved only
by obtaining more and varied con-
tributions The deadline for the first
issue is November but instead of
From the House
The first House of Represents-
tives meeting for the 1966-67 year
was held on October 10
The major business of the meet-
ing was house vote on series
of proposals for constitutional by-
laws changes The proposals all of
which were passed allow for the
official recognition of Freshman
Council representation on Forum
Honor Day Student and Nominat
ing committees abolish Care Fire
Red Cross and N.S.A committees
and generally update the S.G.O
constitutional by-laws
Further business included the
election of Janet Boris and Ruth
Hendry as assistant secretaries un
der Sarah Conley and the passage
of the S.G.O budget for 1966-67
Kelly Janet Boris
Emanuela Salzman Linda Smith
and Ruth Hendry volunteered to
take S.G.O and class attendance
and the cut system for these meet-
ings was discussed Students will
still be allowed only one cut each
semester for both of these meetings
Around Town
The Front Page melodrama
about the newspaper world is the
opening production of the Philadel
phia Drama Guilds fall season The
play will be presented nightly at
830 p.m October 27-November
For ticket information phone LO
33137
Currently at the Philadelphia
Civic Center 34th St and Conven
tion Ave Phila is three-part
exhibition African Artists of Our
Times rhe show through Novem
ber 13 includes paintings sculp
tures graphics and textiles de
signed and printed by children of
Ghana
Psycho Alfred Hitchcocks thrill
er starring Tony Perkins will be
sown at Temple University Oc
tober 23 The site is Beury 160 the
time 730 p.m and the admission
25 cents
Eugene ONeills Long Days
Journey into Night is the opening
play of the Cheltenham Playhouses
1966-67 season The drama is run-
fling through November with
performances p.m Friday and
Saturday evenings at 439 Ash-
bourne Road Cheltenham Student-
rate tickets are availableFridays
$1.25 and Saturdays $1.50
Two organ recitals in pro-
gram of five Monday evening con-
celia at the First Presbyterian
Church 21st and Walnut Sts
Pnila will be presented October
24 and October 31 The first by
Michael Korn will include works
of Bach Franck and Willan The
second October 31 features Arnold
Ostlund playing works of Bach
Durufle and Liszt Both concerts
begin at 830 p.m and are open to
the public
Tennessee Williams
Prize winning play Streetcar
Named Desire opens the second
season at the Society Hill Play-
houseWest 22nd and Walnut Sts
Phila Student discount tickets are
available for the production which
runs through December For fur-
ther information call WA 3-0210
waiting for the announcements of
subsequent issues one may send in
all types of work non-fiction
sketches and impressions at any
time throughout the year to Han-
nah Goldman box 35 In keeping
with this spirit of innovation our
exchange editor has acquired an-
other task in addition to receiving
literary magazines of other colleges
and universities and that is the
recruiting of student writing from
these other schools
We have created new name
once The Review now The Car-
goyle This year we of The Gar
goyle staff broaden our outlook
but it will not be effective the
choices will not be fresh unless
there is more to choose from un
less Beaver girls take an interest
and contribute Want to be ire-
pressed Tell us how
By JANE LUFI
Carnivorous collegians Famished
freshmen to starving seniors need
not despair when Slater food ser
vice just cant seem to tempt your
palate with their continental cui
sine Unobtrusively but firmly sta
tioned on Wadsworth Avenue is the
answer to your stomachs search
This haven for the hungry is known
as Jacks Delicatessen Your yearn-
ings for overstuffed sandwiches
mothers home-style soup fresh rye
bread and diet soda will be satisfied
at last
Jacks has certain advantages over
that popular Western style place
in Elkins Park First you dont
have to spend more for cab get-
ting there and back than for your
dinner Its easy to walk to Jacks
provided you still have the stamina
Just follow this simple route Walk
out of the college turn right and
continue down Easton Road past the
flower shop Now comes the prob
lem Taking your life in your hands
skillfully walk past the cemetery
you will soon find out the pave-
ment discontinues Dont despair
persevere Remember most deli-
cious corned-beef sandwich might
be in the offing would sugget at
this point crefully making your
way across the highway to the
other side This should bring you
the driveway entrance to the
Korvettes shopping center It isnt
really so easy walking there either
sort of like giant game of dodge
ball with you as the target of the
cars When you get to the Cheliten
ham-Wadsworth intersection cross
and walk up the street Keep
straight path until you spot Jacks
This year Beaver College was
again host to the Summer Insti
tute in Chemistry The program
which lasted eight weeks was con-
ducted by Dr Arthur Breyer
chairman of the Chemistry and
Physics Department
Sponsored by the National Sci
ence Foundation the institute was
aimed primarily at providing the
attending high-school
with the opportunity to strengthen
their subject matter competence in
chemistry through studies designed
to meet present teaching situations
The program itself consisted of
both morning and afternoon ses
sions the former for lectures and
discussions and the latter for lab-
oratory exploration films and the
construction of styrofoam atomic
models The schedule also included
science theatre which used the
chemistry study films as source
of enrichment for the morning lee-
tures
Students Attend Institute
Participants in the institute who
caine from France Japan and Ni-
geria as well as 13 states each
received grant from the NSF to
cover all fees including tuition
travel expenses and room and
board
on the other side Please no jay-
walking as you execute your final
maneuver Cross the street weakly
pull open the front door and dont
be totally crushed when you arent
able to find the restaurant In truth
you wont spot it right away Jacks
is primarily icatessen and the
tiny rŁsturant with only about
twenty tables is way to the rear
Since its quite popular spot you
may have to prolong the agony by
waiting At last sit down delight
in the thoughts of mouth watering
deli treats place your order and
before you can say make that
rare roast beef please your sand-
wich will have arrived
Prices are extremely moderate
85c for Jacks Special corned beef
cole slaw Russian dressing on rye
Ive never tried dessert Who
could after all that and anyway
Im dieting The variety and corn-
binations are deli-delightful Try
it youll agree
Along with these professional par-
ticipants Beaver girls were once
again allowed to apply for the in-
stitute and this year four students
received grants from the NSF for
tuition and room and board They
were Eileen Robinson Elizabeth
McFadden Enina Talyman and
Maida Secret As well as being al
lowed to participate in every aspect
of the institute these students eath
received eight credits for the pro-
gram four of which can be applied
toward teaching certificate
When asked about the program
Elizabeth McFadden said loved
the institute experience in every
way especially being with adults
who shared the same interests
The girls noted that although the
primary objective of the institute
was concentrated study the par-
ticipants found time for many out-
side activities and reflected that the
entire summer was well-rounded
well worth it adventure in liv-
ing They also pointed out that the
program offered not only an ex
cellent content in itself but also
an opportunity for independent in-
tellectual and social growthS
NSF stipends will again be avail-
able for next summer Any inter-
ested girl is asked to contact Dr
Breyer
Gourmet Corner
Deli Treats Are Offered at Jacks
If You Have Stamina for the Walk
TAKING CUE and pooling their abilities five students kibitz as
Emily Solomon takes aim at the new pool table installed last week in the
dining room lounge Another pool table will be set up later Watching the
action are from left Elaine Matczak Karen Elkm Nancy-Jo Katz Nancy
Parks and Bobbi Newland
Chimes Bring Out Varied Opinions
Girls Ask For Whom the Bell Tolls
FACULTY MEMBERS
PLEASE NOTE
Competition Now Open for
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships
for 1967-1968
Nomination Deadline Oct 31
Students you think capable of
becoming outstanding future col
lege teachers in the liberal arts
and sciences must be nominated
by you by October 31
Send candidates name current
mailing address college and pro-
posed field of graduate study to
appropriate Regional Chairman
Upon reueat your local Cam-
pus Rep-esentative of the Wood-
row Wilson National Fellowship
Foundation will give you the
name of your Regions chairman
NSF SUMMER INSTITUTE IN CHEMISTRY
STRENTHENED TEACHING COMPETENCE
THE REVIEW Makes Changes
Takes New Name New Format SUMMER CHEMISTRY INSTITUTE attracted four Beaver students as
well as chemistry students and professors from all over the world Here
Patricia Scott of England assists Beaver students Eileen Robinson and
Maida Serret in performing an experiment
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Importance of Physical Activity 
Must Be Combined With Intellect 
Announce 166-'67 
Recipients of 
Financial Aid by ANNETTE CARUSO 
A. A. Pre ident 
The area of physical education 
is, and should be, an extremely im-
portant and integral part of every 
person's education. Perhaps in 
theory it is. But in practice, un-
ilrtunately, it exists only in part. 
If we examine just what physical 
education is today, and what the 
term now encompasses, we might 
II!e that some of OUr objectives and 
goals are not being carried out as 
eompletely as we would like them 
to be. There must be effort exerted 
by the student as well as by the 
educator in order to attain the de-
lire<! objectives. 
The effects of the relatively new 
trend of "intellectualizing" the 
field, are evidenced here at Beaver 
College by the changes in the gen-
eral physical education curriculum. 
It is important that such a change 
lake place in our college. It incor-
porates the theory that an under-
ltanding of certain physiological 
and physical principles behind ath-
letic activities is necessary, in addi-
tion to a knowledge of the funda-
mental skills basic to these activi-
ties. We all know that when we 
Wlderstand the reasons or princi-
ples for things, it is much easier to 
\earn these things. This is also true, 
naturally, for mathematics, lang-
uage, science and art. However, 
this necessary change in curricu-
lum content still does not alleviate 
enough the problem of physical in-
activity. The curriculum can not, 
IIId should not, compensate for 
laziness. 
It must be obvious to the stu-
dents how terribly lethargic we 
can become here at school. How 
many times have we said to our-
"I've got to get some exer-
or "One of these days I'm 
to borrow a racket and play 
lOIlle tennis," or, "I wonder how I 
10 about getting a card so that I 
can swim at Cheltenham?" And 
Jet, how often do we make that 
extra effort and actualiy do the 
things we have been talking about 
all semester? 
The Average American 
I was completely amazed - and 
dismayed - when I went bowling 
one night last year. The majority 
of the people 'there were so over-
weight that I wondered how people 
could allow themselves to get in 
such a condition . And they were 
actually average Americans! What 
mes people so careless about 
themselves? We ignore the oppor-
tunities that abound when we are 
young enough to enjoy them. By 
the time we are old enough to rea-
lize the importance of total fitness 
(body, as well as mind), it almost 
to be too much trouble. It 
also be too late for an easy 
out. Besides, it will probably 
twice the effort then than it 
does while one is young. 
Those of us who are on the Ath-
letic Association Board and the 
Rizzo's "Pizzeria" 
Restaurant 
TOMATO PIES -
SPAGIHETTI - RAVIOLI 
Known '/2 way a ro und 
the world 
TU 7-2927 
21 East Glenside Avenue 
Glenside 
faculty members of the Physical 
Education Department realize 'that 
the two periods of "gym" classes 
weekly, which are required of stu-
dents, cannot be expected to sub-
stitute for daily physical activity. 
Physical activity should not have 
to be required. It is something that 
I think we all realize is badly 
needed . It is also something which 
should be sought out - because 
of its obvious importance to us all. 
Intramural Program Helps 
A comprehensive intramural pro-
gram is partially designed for this 
problem of recreation. After all, 
how can Americans be expected to 
use their time constructively and 
actively if they are unaware of the 
opportunities available to them? Not 
every skill and activity can be co-
vered in classes; they are supple-
mented by and expanded into less 
formal, intramural programs. There 
are so many different athletic and 
recreational skills available that we 
certainly should not be limited to 
bowling alone! Even a sketchy 
knowledge of movement patterns is 
better than nothing. 
Last year, you remember, a sur-
vey was taken of the entire stu-
dent body. Its purpose was to de-
termine where the greatest interest 
lay in the various athletic and re-
creational activities that exist. 
These polls were carefully evaluat-
ed in order to provide for a more 
varied, interesting, and profitable 
intramural program for you. What 
has happened to the enthusiasm 
and interest that were shown last 
year when the survey was started? 
Hopefully, our efforts will not be 
wasted. 
In order that we might more ef-
fectively serve the students, the en-
tire organizational structure of the 
Athletic Association has recently 
been changed. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the sign-up sheets for intra-
murals still remain empty. With 
over 800 students at Beaver College, 
there must be some who are inter-
ested enough in themselves and in 
their futures to make that extra 
effort. 
Some Do Participate 
Those of you who voice an inter-
est in our program, demonstrate it 
by supporting your dorm at intra-
murals, by coming to our meetings 
(posted on the weekly calendar and 
held monthly), by attending inter-
collegiate games as spectators or by 
participating as players, and by 
giving us any constructive sugges-
tions you might have. There are 30 
people on the executive board of 
the Athleilc Association, and all of 
us are there to give you the kind of 
program you want. 
Through the Use of 
Electronic Computers 
and 
Compatable Contacts 
On September 30 Miss Sylvia 
Ohanesian, chairman of the Finan-
cial Aid Committee announced the 
names of the recipients of approxi-
mately $88,000 worth of school aid 
and general funds. The awards are 
as follows: Carmel Presbyterian 
Church to Yuri Nishiyama; Delco-
Main Line Alumnae Club to Julia 
Wirth; Jill Fox Memorial to Karen 
Davis; Mary Griffith Prize to Janet 
Boris; and the Vira I . Heinz Fund 
for study in London to Susan Ack-
erman, Patricia Callaghan, Carole 
Grandy, Dale H . Kulik, Grace Mel-
anson, Karen Nechtem, K are n 
Viechnicki, and Pamela Wilson. 
Further awards are the Leviton 
Scholarship to Nina Shivdasane; 
Christian R. and Mary F. Lind-
bach Foundation to Carol Falcione, 
Christine Gilbreath, and Judith 
McColl; Pitcairn-Crabbe to Cassan-
dra Schneider; Presser Foundation 
to Karen Hanefeld ; Mary and 
Emanuel Rosenfeld Foundation to 
Conni Diamond; George Ruck Trust 
Fund to Gulsen Chalik . Donna Caul, 
Rita Phillips, and Carolyn Richard-
son; Alice Wolfe Memorial to Su-
san Smyth; and Ruth M. Howell 
Zurbuchen Award of the Alumnae 
Association to Denice Thurman. 
In addition to the above scholar-
ships, twenty-six freshmen and 
sophomores recei ved a total of 
$26,000 from the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania. Beaver students also 
receive $50,000 worth of scholarship 
money from the National Defense 
Education Act. Freshmen are not 
allowed to work but one-third of 
the sophomores, juniors and sen-
iors cumulatively earn $15,000 from 
part-time jobs. An extra $11,600 
worth of tuition money comes from 
education opportunity grants. This 
brings the total money given to 
Beaver students from scholarships 
and work grants to $190,600. 
WANT ADS! 
25c-25 words or less 
BEAVER NEWS 
Buy - Sell - Trade 
Also Included 
Club Membership 
Parties - Tours 
Weekends 
Write for Free 
Questionnaire 
Closes October 31 
COMP-U-DATE 
BOX 354, DEPT. BV 
GLENSIDE, PA. 19038 
LIMEKILN PHARMACY 
Lli''1E.'KILN PIKE & GLENSIDE AVE. 
GLENSIDE 
(on Limekiln Pike -
2nd traffic light past Church Road) 
TU 4-4818 
PROMPT FREE DELIVERY 
GREETING CARDS - GIFT ITEMS - SCHOOL SUPPLIES -
BREYERS ICE CREAM - RUSSELL STOVER CANDY 
COSMETICS - Estee Lauder - Revlon - Max Factor - Helena Rubenstein -
Chanel - Lanvin and others 
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED 
BRING ADVERTISEMENT FOR FREE GIFT 
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2) 
t~ree times a week. We even went 
to hear the Royal Philharmonic Or-
chestra - Beaver got us great box 
seats. We're going to Wales this 
weekend. I can't believe I'm doing 
all these things! My trip will be 
complete when I have tea with the 
Queen." -Karen Nechtern 
"Perhaps the most surprising hap-
pening was to find on our arrival 
at Oxford (for a 10-day orientation 
period) that we 'had gone co-ed, in 
a sense. We have one male Beaver. 
He is a delightful person from a 
university in Indiana, but it is 
awkward for him with all the girls. 
He had been working in London 
this summer and wanted to stay, 
so he found a school with a London 
program. Thus Beaver. Poor John!" 
-Lynne Petrolle 
"The lectures have been very 
good. Except for heat, the dorm is 
as comfortable as Beaver's. The 
food is rather bad - but college 
food must be the same all over." 
-Grace Melanson 
"Last night we saw a neat com-
edy of manners - Con;p-eve's "Love 
for Love." Sir Laurence Olivier was 
in it. Pam Wilson and I went to 
the stage door afterward and got to 
talk to him and got him to sign 
our programs. He was superb!" 
-Sue Bygrave 
"Our reading lists are extensive, 
and the profs are charming. Books 
have been expensive, and believe 
me, it has not been so easy to 
spend only 1 pound ($2.80) a day 
so far." 
-Lynne PetroUe 
"The museum and galleries are 
really nice. I get excited when I 
recognize things. It's fun just walk-
ing around here. The food is hor-
rible; the English idea of a good 
meal just isn't mine. Hope to go to 
Paris, Switzerland, and Italy over 
Christmas." 
-Karen Nech tem 
''The girls are all quite congenial 
and there are no major problems. 
Mr. Hathaway is just darling. Be-
lieve me, everything is great-stu-
pendous!" 
-Lynne Petrolle 
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Swim Club Meets 
Plans New Season 
The Synchronized Swim Club 
held its first meeting for interested 
members, September 27 . 
The co-leaders this year are jun-
iors Carol Nehring and Joan Stod-
dard, and their assistants, wlho will 
be the leaders next year, are soph-
omores Jane Ponge and Ruth Hen-
dry. Miss Ingrid Kupp..w, the club's 
supervisor, will continue to advise 
and work closely with the girls. 
Before practices and rehearsals 
beJin second semester, eaoh girl in-
terested in participating will be re-
quired to take a skill test this sem-
ester for placement in routines ac-
cording to ability. No past experi-
ence is needed for joining this club. 
'Fatherhood' Is 
Dads' Weekend 
Sermon Topic 
"Fulfilling Fatherhood" will be 
the topic of a sermon presented by 
Dr. Charles A . M. Hali, college 
chaplain, at the Sunday worship 
service on October 23, Dads' Week-
end. 
Dr. Edward D . Gates, college 
president, and Annette Caruso, AA 
president, will also participate in 
the service, to be held in Murphy 
Chapel. Irene Feddern will be the 
organist and Karen Mesick the so-
loist. 
Saccetta's Esso 
Free Pick-up and Delivery 
l..JUB, OIL CH~GE, WASH, 
AUTO REPAIRS 
TOP VALUE STAMPS 
259 South EASTON ROAD 
Next to Penn Fruit 
Open 7 Da ys a Wee k 
7 A. M. - I I P. M. 
Tickets are still available for 
the Theatre of the Living Arts. 
Students may purchase them 
through the Book Store. 
CLOVER SHOP 
7 Doors Below Bank 
at 117 EASTON ROAD 
CASUAL - SPORTSWEAR 
ACCESSORIES 
Allan Gurwood Says • • • • 
GLENSIDE 
For Better Jewelry, Gifts, Weather Goods and Silverware 
at better prices come to 
MELROSE JEWELERS 
246-248 KESWICK AVENUE 
GLENSIDE, PA. - TU 6-9220 
FINE WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIR 
Open Eves. Mon. - Wed. - Fri. 'til 9:30 P.M. 
Hours Daily 'til 5:30 P.M. 
AMPLE PARKING 
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Intramural Events
Announced by
by BETSI KUSHNER
Betsy Mackerell general manager
of the Athletic Association has an-
nounced the schedule for the corn-
ing intramural events that include
swimming touch football
hockey The first event on October
17 will be non-competitive swim
in the Oheltenham High School pool
from to p.m Dinner will be
served in the Chat at 730 and all
swimmers are required to be pres
ent at this time There will be
small admission charge of 25 cents
for those participating to cover use
of the pool and only limited
number of girls will be accepted
Highlighting this years events
will be touch football intramural
.n October 19 This is the first of
its kind in AA history It is sched
uled for 230 to 400 p.m on the
la crosse field Anyone interested
is urged to come out and partici
pate in this exciting sport
Inter-dorm hockey intramurals
will be featured on the hockey and
la crosse fields on November at
430 Varsity players will be ex
cluded from this competition
Points are awarded for winning
the various individual and team
events In team competition pOints
are given for first place for sec
ond place and for third place
For individual intramural competi
tion first second and third place
receive and point respective-
ly
Plaque Awarded to Winning Dorm
At the end of the year the points
that have accumulated for the van-
ous dorm intramurals are added up
and the dorm with the highest to-
tal is awarded plaque to be dis
played the following year in their
recreation room
This dorm competition started
two years ago Previously it was
just competition among the four
classes Kistler was the first dorm
to be awarded the plaque and this
year Dormitory proudly dis
plays it in their recreation room
The plaque was presented to the
winning dorm at the first SGO
meeting
Campus Round
The German Club will present
German movie Der Engel der Seine
Harfe Versetzte on October 20 and
21 The 90-minute film starring
Nana Osten and Henry Vahl is
being lent by the German Embassy
in Washington and does not
have English subtitles All inter-
ested students are invited to attend
Officers for Kappa Delta Pi have
been elected They are Christine
Gilbreath president Polly Love
vice-president Dorothea Guenther
secretary-treasurer
The Castleaires have added three
new members to the group from the
freshman class Margaret Kron and
Linda Whiteman will be singing
first soprano and Pat Moschetta
has joined as an alto The new
members will sing with the group
at the father-daughter dance on Oc
tober 22 during Dads Day The
Castleaires are also planning to re
cord new record this spring and
to participate in the musical con-
vocation in December
Mrs Francoise Fisher has joined
the Beaver faculty as lecturer in
French Born in Switzerland Mrs
Fisher had most of her experience
in France teaching French to Eng
lish students and English to French
students She comes to Beaver
from the Temple University library
where she was translating and cat-
aloguing letters written by French
scientists of the nineteenth century
The Young Democrats are spon
soning lecture on The Role of
the Negro in Politics on October
27 in the Faculty Chat at 730 p.m
All interested students are invited
and refreshments will be served
The Spanish Club has reserved
Spanish table in the dining room
every Tuesday evening Students
interested in participating are in-
vited to join the table
Continued from Page Col
box and the sides were bursting
because he would not be confined
the actors took hold of his scripts
with vitality and audacious bravura
saw play at the University
of Birmingham John Andens Happy
Haven Its play about old people
and their desire to be young again
it was presented by young people
students It was the most stimulat
ing theatre encountered all sum-
mer In low-ceilinged room di-
mensions about thirty feet by forty
feet hung randomly with rings and
ropes the students had defined
stage area measuring no more than
nine feet by twelve feet by con-
structing three groups of chairs at
right angles to each other Using
unadorned tables and chairs masks
drum and talent they created
sustained tension that gripped the
audience of thirtythree trangers
and formed unit of involvement
Here am said to myself go-
ing home again Thats magic
phrase too that is going home
again am going home with the
memory of all the excitement the
memory of fear the memory of
loneliness the memory of foreign-
ness am going home again with
myriad of images crossing and
re-crossing each other unrelated
images mixing inextricably and
somehow relating It was fan-
tastic experience arm not the per-
son was on June 10 and am
that person intensified am going
home again and am going to
Europe again and its the same
thing but it is very very different
On To The Sport
Challenge of Leisure Time
Met by Physical Ed Depf
By MARGIE SCHNEIDER
The majority if not all of the
courses of the Physical Education
Department directly work to solve
perhaps one of the modern worlds
most dire predicaments the on-
slaught of leisure time Though ath
letic activities have always been
suggested as answers to the prob
lem they have rarely solved it for
most people do not make an effort
to become proficient enough in
sport to reap any true enjoyment
___________________________
Most people have never had an
opportunity to learn the basic tech-
niques and therefore suffer from
trying to play with amateur skills
Even the arm-chair players must
have knowledge of the rules and
game procedures Therefore with
some basic instruction such as that
available at Beaver in archery
bowling and tennis athletics can
become welcome diversion
Courses Offered Are Varied
In another area the Physical Edu
cation Departmenit makes less di-
rect contribution to the solution of
the leisure-time syndrome through
offering valuable courses to those
girls interested in careers in the
performing arts Two courses of-
fered are of special interest to
Speech-Theatre majors fencing and
modern dance courses quite of-
ten required at acting academies
rhere are also two nearly indis
The Book Shelf
Recent additions to the Be
library are
Payne Blanche History of
tume
Wace Alan Companion to Hol
er
Bniere Fifty Years of Chin
Philosophy
Berton Pierre The Comfortai
New
Cooper Merian Grass
Meggift Drt People
WellmaiiPaul The House Divi
Larsson Clotye Marriage
the Color Line
Mallery David Ferment on
Campus
Chiang Yee The Chinese Eye
West Paul The Wine of Absurai
Capote ran In Cold Blood
Weiss Peter Persecution
sassination of Jean-Paul Marl
Dawson Elmer How to Know
Seaweeds
McMurtnie Douglas The
Story of Printing and Bookm
ing
Brown Blanche Five Cities
Guide to London
Becker Carl Heavenly City
Eighteenth-Century PhiI
Perry Helen Schoolhouse
ters
Wallace Anthony Human Behav
in Extreme Situations
Knox John Mth and Truth
Kerenski Russian and Histor
Turning Point
Withelm Richard The Soul
China
Williams Dave How to Coach
Play Championship Golf
pensable courses offered by the de
partment which present some of the
most useful and necessary informa
tion one might learn namely the
restricted physical education course
and the body mechanics course In
these one learns how to move effi
ciently as she sits walks or carries
herself one learns the laws of body
mechanics and the theory of least
stress our ultimate goal with
each movement
Law Student
Will Dscuss
College Values
How does the college student
search for personal values
How does he express personal
concern
These questions and their pea-
sible answers will be discussed
by Maik Denbeaux student at
New York University Law School
on October 24 when he speaks to
members of the Y.W.C.A at 630
p.m in the dining room lounge
graduate of the College of
Wooster Wooster Ohio Mr Den-
beaux organized the Wooster chap-
ten of the NAACP and was parti
cipant in the civil rights struggle in
Selma Ala
iEAL cr jtu
Is my perspective..
What graduate schools offer..
What really happened at..
When is that weekend at..
Which government agency do I..
When is that game between..
Why doesnt someone ask me..
Am aware of job opportunities..
How do Ifind..
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